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Abstract. Wavefront coding technology can extend the depth of focus of
a well-corrected three-mirror anastigmatic optical system by about ten
times, but the image obtained directly by charge-coupled devices blurs at
the same time. An effective image restoration must be applied to these
blurred images. This paper describes an innovative method that restores
the blurred image, which combines the optical design software and
mathematical software. The point spread function of system with wave-
front coding technology is quite different from the usual and difficult to
simulate by a disk function or other simple function in most cases. The
commercial optical design software is applied to obtain the point spread
function. If a 1�1-pixel image with brightness 255 is set as the point
source of a optical system, the result of calculation software using a ray
tracing algorithm will itself be the digital point spread function. This is
proven to be a simple and effective way to acquire the complicated point
spread functions of unusual optical systems such as those using wave-
front coding technology. A regularization factor and contrast-adjusting
factors are introduced into the classical Wiener filter, which achieves
good restored images: the root-mean-square error is less than 0.0193,
while the peak signal-noise ratio is higher than 23.7. Some parameters
of the filter can be adjusted so that the restored image is more suitable
for evaluation by eye. It is also shown that a single filter can restore all
the images within the extended depth of focus. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2835687�

Subject terms: wavefront coding; PSF; Wiener filtering; regularization; contrast;
noise.
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Introduction

t is difficult to maintain the focal plane position of a spa-
eborne optical system, due to temperature fluctuation in
he space environment as well as launch shock. Most spa-
eborne optical systems employ refocusing mechanisms to
vercome this problem. There are three main disadvantages
ssociated with these devices: first, they are hard to fabri-
ate, which increases the manufacturing cost of the system;
econd, they are quite complicated, which makes the sys-
em more unsteady and more sensitive to working condi-
ion; and third, they cannot work well unless the exact mag-
itude of misfocus is known, which is difficult to measure.
he relative aperture of spaceborne infrared cameras is of-

en designed extraordinarily large so as to collect as much
ower as possible. But according to the formula DOF
2��f number�2, the depth of focus is inversely propor-

ional to the square of the relative aperture. But large depth
f focus and large relative aperture cannot be obtained at
he same time. In most infrared system the depth of focus is
xtremely short, which complicates alignment and misfo-
us compensation.

An innovative technique called wavefront coding pro-
091-3286/2008/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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vides a new way to extend the depth of focus and to control
misfocus aberration and misfocus-related aberrations �in-
cluding astigmatism, Petzval curvature, and temperature-
related and alignment-related misfocus� of spaceborne digi-
tal imaging systems.1–4 The essential idea of this
technology is to append a phase distribution, based on the
theory of ambiguity functions to the pupil function of a
well-corrected optical system by means of phase masking,
surface modulation, and so on. If the image plane is moved
apart from its original position to either side, a blurred im-
age will be obtained because of the changed pupil function,
but the image will remain nearly the same, in spite of the
different image distance, over a range of several times the
depth of focus. The degree of blurring of images in this
range is quite insensitive to misfocus aberration, an effect
that can be regarded as an extension of the depth of focus.
Because the blurring of all images in the extended depth of
focus is nearly the same, and the additive phase distribution
is well known, all these intermediate images can be re-
stored to sharp and clear ones by a simple filtering process.
The digital imaging processing of images of this kind is
discussed in this paper.

There are a huge number of papers on image restoration
using different techniques, such as Fourier transform,

wavelet transform, adaptive filter, nonlinear filter, morpho-
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ogical operator, and so on. Since image restoration is a
ypical inverse problem, the Tikhonov regularization
ethod, which prevents instability of solutions with respect

o the noise of the original data and ensures global conver-
ence, has been proven to be very powerful. The time and
omputational cost can be greatly reduced if a good regu-
arization parameter is selected.5–7 Yap and Guan8 proposed
new approach to adaptive image regularization based on a
eural network �hierarchical cluster model�, which is supe-
ior in suppressing noise and ringing in the smooth back-
round while effectively preserving the fine details in the
exture and edge regions. Hong et al.9,10 introduced a regu-
arized mixed-norm function combined with the least mean
quare �LMS� and the least mean fourth �LMF� functions as
ell as a smoothing function for dealing with various kinds
f noise the absence of knowledge of the noise. Demaret et
l.11 presented a heuristic algorithm for the choice of a
edgelet regularization parameter for the purpose of de-
oising in the case where the noise variance �2 is not
nown. Mastronardi et al.12 studied the ill-posed blind de-
onvolution problems encountered in image deblurring
hen both the image and the blurring function are uncer-

ain and proved that regularized structured total least-
quares algorithms improve the computational efficiency.

Research on restoration of images by wavefront-coded
ystems has also been carried out. Bradbum et al.13 intro-
uced the traditional least-squares method. Based on their
ork, van der Gracht et al.14 proposed the modified

esidual-norm steepest descent �MRNSD� method and ob-

Fig. 1 Layout of the original TMA system.

Fig. 2 �a� Surface of the redesigned secondary
secondary mirror between the new system and
nifying the additive term ��x3+y3� for better obs

that the surface transformation due to this term can ha
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tained excellent results. The regularization method and
some postprocessing are demonstrated in this paper.

2 Working Fundamentals
Previous research has led to the well-corrected three-mirror
anastigmatic �TMA� system �parameters in Table 1� shown
in Fig. 1. The primary mirror and the tertiary mirror of the
original system are both hyperboloids and of rectangular
aperture, while the secondary mirror is a standard parabo-
loid of circular aperture, whose surface can be expressed as

z�x,y� =
c�x2 + y2�

1 + �1 − �1 + k�c2�x2 + y2��1/2 , �1�

where k is the conic constant and c=1 /r, where r is the
radius of curvature.

The depth of focus of this system can be extended about
tenfold by making a small change in the surface of the
secondary mirror according to wavefront coding technol-
ogy. An extra term is appended to the surface sag while k
and c remain the same:

z�x,y� =
c�x2 + y2�

1 + �1 − �1 + k�c2�x2 + y2�
+ ��x3 + y3� �2�

where

� = � ·
�

2�
·

Rstop

REP
·

1

Rstop
3 , �3�

in which 1 /Rstop
3 is a normalization factor, and ��20.

Table 1 Main parameters of the investigated TMA optical system

Focus 1650 mm

f number 6

Field of view 1.5�5 deg

Working wavelength 0.5 �m

of the new system. �b� Difference in sag of the
ginal system. Here �a� is exaggerated by mag-
n, since the actual value of ��x3+y3� is so small
mirror
the ori

ervatio

rdly be noticed by the eye.
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The surface of the secondary mirror after transforming
as a particular profile shown in Fig. 2. In the following the
ystem with extended depth of focus is called the new sys-
em to distinguish it from the original system.

In Eq. �3� � can be regarded as an extension factor of the
epth of focus. The extended depth of focus is proportional
o �, while the MTF—especially its high-frequency part—
ill drop when � increases. Too large � is not acceptable,

or the high-frequency part of the MTF will drop so much
hat it is more difficult to realize restoration, although the
epth of focus can be extended greatly in that case. It is
mportant to set a proper value of � to make a reasonable
rade-off between extended depth of focus and magnitude
f MTF. Also, � has to be much larger than 20, since only
hen this requirement is satisfied can the MTF be kept the
early the same over a larger range than the original depth
f focus, according to the theory of the ambiguity function
AF�, which is fundamental to wavefront coding
echnology.15,16

Suppose the back focal length of the original system is
and the depth of focus is DOF. For the new system 11

qually spaced image planes from D−5 DOF to D
5 DOF can be selected, and the MTFs of both new system
nd original system on each image plane can be calculated.
s shown in Fig. 3, the MTF curves of the new system

emain nearly the same regardless of the image plane dis-
ance, while those curves of the original system differ dis-
inctly from each other.

It can be shown from the high similarity of MTF curves
hat the intermediate images in the extended depth of focus
ust be nearly the same, although they are blurred. The

estoration of these intermediate images is discussed in the
ext section.

Calculation of Point Spread Function
or a given optical system, the image formation can be
xpressed as

�x,y� = psf�x,y� * * f�x,y� + n�x,y� ,

here psf�x ,y� is the point spread function �PSF�, f�x ,y� is
he target function, n�x ,y� is the noise level, g�x ,y� repre-

Fig. 3 Comparison of MTF curves between �a
equally spaced image planes.
ents the degraded image, and ** is the convolution opera-

ptical Engineering 017006-
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tor. The universal digital filtering process for image resto-
ration can be written as follows:17

F̂�u,v� = � H*�u,v�
�H�u,v��2��

�� H*�u,v�
�H�u,v��2 + 	Pn�u,v�/Pf�u,v��1−�

G�u,v� , �4�

where G�u ,v�=F	g�x ,y�
, H�u ,v�=F	psf�x ,y�
, Pn is the
noise power spectrum, and � and 	 are parameters, of
which � is selected between 0 and 1 and 	 is a positive
constant depending on the situation.

Obviously, if the exact magnitudes of psf�x ,y� and
n�x ,y� are known, image restoration will be easily realized.
In most cases of image blurring by misfocus aberration,
psf�x ,y� is simulated by a disk function, whose Fourier
transform is a Bessel function. Related research has shown
that images whose PSF is a Gaussian can be restored well
in this condition. But the PSF of a system with wavefront
coding technology is far from Gaussian, as shown in Fig. 4.
Compared to original system’s, the energy of new system’s
PSF extends over a much wider space. Furthermore, the
normalized pupil function of the new system in one dimen-
sion is16

Pupil�x� = � 1
�2

exp�j�x3� for �x� 
 1,

0 otherwise,

�5�

where � is the same as in Eq. �3�. The Fourier transform of
Eq. �5� is the analytical form of the PSF of the new system,
which is a Bessel function of the second kind:

Psf�x� =
2

3
�− ��1/3� x

�− ��1/3Jk�1

3
,
2

9
�3�� x

�− ��1/33/2 .

�6�

The usual method of restoring images with a Gaussian
PSF will not work well, for the PSF of the new system is
quite different from Gaussian and difficult to approximate

ew system and �b� the original system on 11
� the n
exactly by simple functions such as the disk function. For-
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unately, because all characteristics of the new system are
nown exactly, it is possible to determine the PSF experi-
entally. In fact, that is a traditional way. McGlamery suc-

essfully restored telescopic images blurred by atmospheric
urbulence through a PSF obtained by experiment in the
arly 1960s.17 Today the same work can be performed by
omputer simulation instead of setting up the actual optical
ystem.

First, a 1�1-pixel digital image is constructed and its
rightness set to 255. This one-pixel image can be regarded
s a point source. Secondly this spot source is shot by the
ew system by means of optical design software through a
trict ray tracing algorithm. The image plane is set at 400

400 pixels, and each pixel is set 6.85�6.85 �m. Alto-
ether 1.5�107 rays are traced. An image of a spot is ob-
ained on the image plane, which can be taken as the PSF
f the system. Therefore all the residual design error and
dded pupil aberration is comprised in the PSF.

It can be observed from Fig. 5 that the PSF of the new

Fig. 4 Comparison of PSF between �a
Fig. 5 Sampling PSF of new sys

ptical Engineering 017006-
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system is very complex. A 21�21 region is extracted for
the next procedure.

4 Image Restoration
A bar target �Fig. 6� was set as the target image and calcu-
lated by the new system, using the same method as for the
PSF calculation. All conditions are the same except the y
field and number of rays. The degraded image is presented
in Fig. 7.

A Wiener filter is considered to be an efficient technique
in image restoration. If � is set to zero, then Eq. �4� takes
on the typical form of Wiener filter as follows:

F̂�u,v� =
1

H�u,v�
�H�u,v��2

�H�u,v��2 + 	Pn�u,v�/Pf�u,v�
G�u,v�,

H*�u,v� =
�H�u,v��2

H�u,v�
. �7�

Furthermore, the regularization factor is introduced into the

ew system and �b� the original system.
� the n
tem for image restoration.
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lter, which makes the solution more stable and faster con-
ergent according to Tikhonov’s theory.5–7,18 Then the re-
tored process can be expressed as follow:

ˆ �u,v� =
1

H�u,v�
�1�H�u,v��2

�2�H�u,v��2 + �L1
TL1 + 	

G�u,v� , �8�

here �1 and �2 are contrast-adjusting factors, � is a regu-
arization factor, L1 is the Fourier transform of the Laplac-
an operator, 	 is a positive constant.

MATLAB software is used to process the image resto-
ation. The first step is to input the extract from the PSF
nd perform Fourier transformation to generate the transfer
unction H. The four parameters �1, �2, �, 	 can be deter-
ined by iterative processing. Different constants lead to

ifferent restorations. An ideal image �Fig. 8� obtained by a
raditional well-corrected system in the same condition is
ntroduced for comparison and judging the quality of the
estored image. Figure 9�a� is the restored image with op-

Fig. 6 Target image.
Fig. 7 Blurred image.

ptical Engineering 017006-
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timum factors, while Fig. 9�b� is restored by the traditional
Wiener filter. According to the theory of wavefront coding
technology, the depth of focus is extended at the cost of not
only degraded image quality but also lower signal-noise
ratio. It can be supposed that noise is magnified in the
imaging process. The digital filter cannot manage reducing
the noise to normal level, so there is some residual noise in
the image.

The root-mean-square error �RMSE� is taken as the cri-
terion to estimate the quality of the restored image. The
RMSE of Fig. 9�a� with respect to Fig. 8 is less than
0.0193; its peak signal-noise ratio �PSNR� is higher than
23.7, while the PSNR of Fig. 9�b� is about 21.64. The edge
of the restored image can be extracted by a Laplacian-
Gaussian operator, as Fig. 10 shows. It can be seen that the
edges can be well recognized by the computer, which
proves our restoration is effective. From the comparison of
histograms of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9�a� in Fig. 11, it can be
observed that the gray-level distribution of the restored im-
age agrees with the standard one very well.

But when the restored images are evaluated by eye, the
RMSE rule is not the best criterion for estimating image
quality, because it weights all errors equally, whereas hu-
man vision has more tolerance to errors in the dark parts
and fringes of an image. So the images restored according
to the RMSE criterion are not always suitable for

Fig. 8 Ideal image produced by original system.

Fig. 9 Image restored by �a� the filter presented in this paper, �b� a

typical Wiener filter.
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iewing.17,19 There are two methods to make some im-
rovement: One is to use a standard Wiener filter, with the
egularization factor � set to zero and other parameters
elected again, in which case contrast enhancement is
eeded; the other is to use the same filter but adjust the
actors �especially, increase 	�. The results are shown in
ig. 12. Although RMSE of the two images in Fig. 12 is

arger than that of the standard, these image are actually
ore suited to human vision.
These two kinds of images can be used for different

pplication. The former has adequate gray levels and pre-
erves the most information of target image, so it is fit for
arge-scale ordinary observation. The latter improves the
ontrast between object and background and gives more
etail of the object, so it is better suited for observation of
particular small area.

Image Restoration with Extended Depth of
Focus

t has been indicated before that the image quality remains
lmost the same with the extended depth of focus and can
e restored by a single digital filtering process. The MTF
urves of 11 image planes with DOF of order 10 are pre-

Fig. 10 Outline of the restored image in Fig. 9�a�.
Fig. 11 Comparison of histograms between idea

ptical Engineering 017006-
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sented in Fig. 3�a�; the intermediate images and restored
results of these 11 image planes are shown in Fig. 13. The
parameters of the digital filter are set so that the restored
images are fit for eye evaluation, and those same param-
eters are used for all the 11 images.

6 Conclusion
Restoration of images by a wavefront-coded TMA system
has been presented in this paper. It is shown in Sec. 2 that
the PSF of the new system is quite different from Gaussian,
so that it is difficult to fit with a simple function, and its
analytical form is complicated, so that it will cost much
calculation and time for further restoration. This paper pro-
poses a simple and efficient method to calculate the PSF of
the new system. A discrete PSF for digital filtering can be
obtained directly in a short time by means of a ray tracing
algorithm, which is easy to realize in optical design
software.

In the image restoration, a regularization factor and
contrast-adjusting factors are introduced into the classical
Wiener filter. The PSNR of the image restored by the im-
proved Wiener filter is about 2 dB higher than that of the
image restored by the traditional Wiener filter. It is shown
that the restored image can be made more suitable for the
eye by means of adjusting some parameters of the filter. It
is also proven that images with extended depth of focus can
be restored by a single filter, which confirms the possibility
of reliable image encoding.

There are still some confusing problems to solve in fu-
ture work. For one thing, the target image used here is very

Fig. 12 �a� Image restored by typical Wiener filter. �b� Image re-
stored by improved primary filter.
l image �left� and restored image �right�.
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imple: the background is uniform, the object is compact,
nd the contrast between them is very sharp. The ability of
he filter in this paper to restore more complex images
eeds to be tested, but some improvement is expected. For

ig. 13 Comparison of original images �left� and restored images
right�.
nother thing, effort should be made to reduce the residual

ptical Engineering 017006-
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noise in the restored images. More joint optimization of
both optical design and digital image processing is neces-
sary to obtain sharper restored images.
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